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ABSTRACT
Digital communications through the underwater

acoustic channel has been an active area of research in
recent years. Applications include data transmisslon
from bottom instrumentation, eon troi of autonomous
underwater vehicles (AUVs), digital voice and video
transmission, etc. The effects of multipath propagation,
Doppler frequency shifts due to relative motion of
transmitter and receiver, and channel time and space
variability which cause intersymbol interference and
phase fluctuations of signals impose unique require-
ments for system design. Most research has been fo-
cused on the development of algorithms to cope with
intersymbol interference and phase fluctuations. Devel-
opment of coherent communication systems has im-
proved bandwidth efficiency and reliability. In this
paper, the trends and results of recent research on un-
derwater communications, including channel models,
equalization, di versi ty and synchronization, are re-
viewed. Some of our own research results are presented
to illustrate the feasibility and effectiveness of pro-
posed transmission schemes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Parallel to increased ocean related activities, de-
mand for underwater communications is increasing.
Such communications are required for transmission of
measurement data from underwater sensors, telemetry,
AUVs, voice and video transmission, etc. [1, 2, 3, 4].

Acoustic signals in the underwater environment are
attenuated. Attenuation rises rapidly with increasing
frequency and distance [5]. This sets an upper limit for
applicable carrier frequency and transmission band-
width which limits data transmission throughput.
Transmitted signals also suffer from phase shifts and
amplitude fluctuations produced by multipath propaga-

tion, combined with Doppler shifts due to receiver and
transmitter motions [6]. Effects of ambient noise
caused by shipping and the effects of industrial noise,
wind noise, and biological noise [5] mus t also be ac-
counted for.

Techniques developed for terrestrial channels using
electromagnetic waves have to be modified for under-
water communications due to the distinct characteris-
tics of shallow underwater channels [6, 7].

Table 1: Comparison between land mobile and
underwater acoustic communications

Underwater
Parameters Land Mobile Acoustic

carrier fre- l GHz 10kHz
quency (fJ

channelband- 30kHz 2kHz
width

signalling rate 24.3 ksym- 2 ksymbols/
bols/sec sec

multipath 10 us [8] 50 - 1000
spread (Tm) (0.24 symbols) msec [9]

(100 - 2000
symbols)

vehicle speed 100km/hr 18 km/hr
(v) (highway) (submersible)

Doppler fre- 92.6 Hz 33.3 Hz
quency (fd)

fd/fe 9.26xlO-6 3.33xlO-3

cycles/symbol 41152 5
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Table l compares typical sampies of land mobile
communication and underwater acoustic communica-
tion. The underwater channel clearly shows a wider
multipatb spread and a larger Doppler frequency to car-
rier frequency ratio (fifc) compared witb land mobile
channels.

Spread spectrum techniques are used in a land mo-
bile channel to mitigate tbe effects of multipath spread.
However, tbese techniques are not suitable for under-
water communication because of bandwidtb limitations
imposed by a practical acoustic transducer [10]. Fre-
quency shift keying (FSK) and adaptive beamforming
are alternative metbods. However, FSK has poor band-
widtb utilization and beamforming is not effective for
use in a shallow water channel having very small arrival
angles for tbe various multipatbs. Equalization metbods
are better suited to data transmission in channels where
differences in patb length between tbe direct patb and
multipatbs are smalI. A quite long channel impulse re-
sponse of underwater channels as shown in Table l sets
a requirement for an equalizer design different from
that of terrestrial communications. Equalizers for
acoustic channels need so many coefficients that is dif-
ficult to update them at real-time. Several studies ad-
dressing this problem have been performed recently
[11, 12, 13].

Tbe special issues on acoustic communications
(Vo1.21, No.2, April1996) and on oceanie acoustic data
telemetry (Vo1.l9, No.l, January 1991) in tbe IEEE
Journal of Oceanie Engineering describe recent ad-
vances and research activities in the area of underwater
communications. An extensive bibliographical review
is also available [14, 15].

In this paper, trends and results of recent research
on underwater communications, including channel
modeling, equalization and synchronization, are re-
viewed. Some of our own research results are presented
to illustrate the feasibility and effectiveness of pro-
posed transmission schemes.

2. THE STATE OF THE ART

A. Underwater Acoustic (UWA) Channel Model
In system design one must address multipath prop-

agation as well as spatial and temporal variability of
acoustic signals in tbe underwater channel [6, 16]. Mul-
tipath propagation causes intersymbol interference
(lSI) while channel variability causes phase fluctua-
tions of received signals. Tbe multipatb structure de-
pends on the channel geometry, environmental
conditions and tbe frequency of transmitted signals.
The channel geometry is given by ocean deptb, trans-
mitter and receiver depth and the distance between tbe
transmitter and the receiver. The environmental condi-
tions include effeets of water pressure, temperature and
density distribution [16, 17].
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Au adequate cbannel model suitable for computer
simulations is desired because it can offer several ad-
vantages such as:

l) savings the high cost of experimentation witb
underwater communications systems;

2) an ability to deal witb selected effects separately;
and

3) an ability to compare performance of different
system configurations under tbe same cbannel
conditions.

For an acoustic channel witb non-constant sound
speed profile, tbe ray-traeing method is commonly uti-
lized to find acoustic rays between transmitter and re-
ceiver [17, 18]. The acoustic rays of interest leave the
transmitter and reach tbe receiver directly or via reflec-
tions at the sea surface or at tbe bottom (eigenrays). The
received signal is a summation of a number of time-
varying phasors with random amplitude and phase. To
consider tbe fluctuations of amplitude and pbase in
acoustic propagation in tbe ocean, a Rayleigb fading
model bas been frequently utilized for a shallow water
channel [19, 20]. According to Falabati [20], each indi-
vidual statistically independent acoustic ray (eigenray)
can be modeled by a single Rayleigh fading simulator
while incorporating tbe Doppler shift due to tbe move-
ment of transmitter and/or receiver.

A stochastic underwater acoustic channel model
which accounts for fluctuations of tbe received signal
using a combination of linear and nonlinear transforms
on a Gaussian variable was proposed [21]. Tbis model
is flexible and able to reproduce arbitrary fluctuations
measured in real experimentation as well as Rayleigh
fading. Recently, C. Bjerrum-Niese et al. [22] devel-
oped a simulation tool for high data-rate acoustic com-
munication in a shallow-water, time varying channel.
Tbeir channel model was developed based on physical
aspects of tbe acoustic channel, empbasizing fluctua-
tions of tbe signal transmission caused by time-varying
multipath effects. Finally, tbe autbors proposed a sim-
ple but effective channel model suitable for sballow
water channels [23]. This was furtber studied using a
numerical ray tracing model in a layered shallow water
channel [24].

B. Equalization
As a metbod of reducing tbe intersymbol interfer-

ence (1SI), an equalizer has been commonly employed
[2, 9, 26]. In some cases equalization has been per-
formed together with beamforming (beamsteering) [7,
25, 27]. While a beamforming technique is an effective
method in channels witb a small range-to-depth ratio
(less than 10), it becomes increasingly difficult to em-
ploy a beamforming technique to resolve tbe very small
inter-arrival angles of various multipatbs in a channel
with a large range-to-depth ratio (larg er tban 10). For



this reason, equalization is most appropriate in a situa-
tion where differences in arriving angles and path
lengths between adjacent path signals are small.

Alinear equalizer operating under a least mean
squares (LMS) algorithm [2, 26] and a decision-feed-
back equalizer (DFE) operating under a LMS [4] or a
recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm (7] have been
tested on several different cbannels. LMS algorithms
bave lower computational complexity wbereas RLS al-
gorithms and their variations have better convergence
properties and numerical stability but higher complexi-
ty [28].

Camer frequencies between 15 kHz and 50 kHz
were employed achieving data rates between l kbps
(deep long range channel) and 40 kbps (shailow water
medium range channel) [7]. Purely phase-coherent de-
tection methods based on joint synchronization and
equalization algorithms have been successfully tested
by Northeastern University and Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution [29]. The joint algorithm utilized the
combination of a DFE and a digital phase-locked loop
(DPLL) for the minimization of ISI and the carrier
phase estimation. Because of this success, research has
been broadened to include a multichannel DFE and
acoustic local area networks (ALAN) [30J. The multi-
channel DFE is an extension of single sensor reception
by utilizing spatial diversity; that is, by the processing
of many input signals received using an array of sen-
sors.

Another important issue regarding equalizer design
for shallow water acoustic communication is the reduc-
tion of hardware complexity [11, 12J. Hardware com-
plexity is related to the number of coefficients
(equalizer taps) requiring update in real time. The chan-
nel impulse response in several cases reąuired more
than a hundred taps to be updated [11]. In order to re-
duce the computationalload of the equalizer, the unique
characteristics of acoustic channels can be exploited.
That is, the multipath structure in shallow water is often
sparse; signal arrivals tend to be clustered in groups
with gaps in time between adjacent groups. Also, the
channel response and ambient noise are often stable
over several seconds which allows the equalizer param-
eters to be updated less frequently, once trained.

Recently, self-optimization or blind recovery has
received considerable attention [31, 32]. Self-optimiza-
tion will enable a receiver to adjust to changes in chan-
nel conditions with less frequent insertion of training
sequences. Therefore, self-optimization or blind recov-
ery receiver algorithms will increase data throughput.

C. Synchronization
Noncoherent detection of FSK signals does not re-

quire tracking the carrier phase, and therefore it bas tra-
ditionally been employed as a modulation method for

UWA communications [1, 33]. However, to overcome
the effect of multipath propagation (that is, ISI), signal
design with guard times have to be used. Guard times
are inserted between successive pulses to ensure thatre-
verberation vanishes before each subsequent pulse is
received. However, it reduces data throughput. Recent-
Iy, in order to increase the bandwidth efficiency of
lJW A communication systems, research on phase-co-
herent modulation techniques such as phase shift key-
ing (PSK) and quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) has been actively pursued [2, 3, 7]. Depending
on the camer synchronization method, a phase-coher-
ent system can be divided into two categories: differen-
tially coherent and purely phase-coherent systems.
Differentially coherent detection bas simple carrier re-
covery, but it bas worse performance compared with
purely coherent detection [28].

The Doppler effect arising from the relative motion
between transmitter and receiver as well as the change
of channel characteristics in time due to the moving
ocean surface impose the difficulty of tracking the car-
ner phase in the presence of a complex multipath struc-
ture [34, 35]. Several algorithms have been developed
for jointly adaptive equalization and synchronization
[7, 29, 34J. A second order DPLL is frequently em-
ployed for carrier syncbronization.

In order to achieve a better performance of the syn-
chronizer, rapid acquisition and accurate and reliable
tracking is required [35, 36, 37, 38]. Acquisition is the
process of acquiring lock from unlocked conditions
whereas tracking is the process of maintaining synchro-
nization after initial acquisition. Rapid acquisition of
synchronization allows the length of a training se-
quence to be minimized while accurate and reliable
phase tracking is needed to minimize tracking error and
probability of a cycle slip or losing lock. Losing syn-
chronization reduces efficiency in the data detection
process because inaccurate synchronization directly re-
duces the probability of making correct decisions. In
addition, loss of synchronization may sometimes lead
to successive errors before synchronization is recov-
ered.

The authors bave developed an algorithm whicb can
satisfy both requirements adaptively [39J. The pro-
posed algorithm allows for rapid acquisition at the ini-
tial period of data transmission and smalI tracking
errors at tracking mode while it can also track Doppler
frequency shifts.

3. A COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

We have performed several computer simulations
using a DFE where the forward filter is fractionally
spaced with spacing T/2 [40]. For the adaptation algo-
rithm, we have chosen the LMS algorithm. Table 2
shows selected channel and system parameters.
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Table 2: Chromel and system parameters for
simulation

Channel parameters System parameters

ocean 50m carrier 10kHz
depth frequency

wind speed 20 knots system 2kHz
bandwidth

transmitter 25m transmis- 4 kbaud
depth sion rate

receiver 25m
depth

The phase seatter diagrams before and after equal-
ization are shown in Figure 1 for several distances be-
tween receiver and transmitter. Before actual data
transmission, a training sequence of 200 random sym-
bols known to the receiver is transmitted. After the
training period, adjustment of equalizer coefficients is
performed by an iterative procedure using receiver esti-
mates of the transmitted sequence. We see that for both
L = 10 and L = 15 km no distinct phase constellations
are present when an equalizer is not employed. This in-
dicates that even in the absence of other sources of
noise, error-free transmission is impossible without an
equalizer. For L=20 km, the seatter output forms dis-
tinct constellations, but the equalization reduces seatter
and assures a better transmission performance. The
seatter plots after equalization show that the ISI caused
by multipath is dramatically reduced. Since an 8-PSK
system allows transmission of 3bits per symbol, simu-
lation results indicate that, neglecting ambient noise,
error free data transmission at a data rate of 16 kbitJs
migbt be possible over a distance of 20 km if an equal-
izer is employed.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this paper, recent advances and some research di- 1.
rections in underwater communication are described.
Equalization and synchronization algorithms which
cope with lSI and phase fluctuations are reviewed. Ap-
plication of coherent communication bas improved 2.
bandwidth efficiency and reliability. Our simulation re-
sults indicate that error free data transmission at a data
rate of 16 kbitJs might be possible over a distance of 20
km if an 8-PSK system with an equalizer is employed 3.
and if ambient noise can be neglected.

Research in underwater acoustic communications
seeks even faster rate of reliable data transmission to
broaden the application of underwater acoustic commu- 4.
nication such as real time video transmission. In order
to increase the data rate throughput with the desired
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performance, receivers with advanced algorithms uti-
lizing signal processing techniques have to be devel-
oped.
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Figure 1. Seatter diagrams before/after
equalization

(a) L = lOkm, (b) L = l5km, (c) L = 20km.
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